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Literacy and English 

 Choose a favourite poem to copy carefully in your best handwriting. Then, read it aloud using expression and rhythm. 
 Flashcards – use the sounds/Fry words that your child has learnt, or they are currently learning (your class teacher has 

posted an explanation of those already taught to your Seesaw journal, dated the first of each month).  
 Read for 20 minutes every day. Try to read a range of text types. Choose one text to write a book review. 
 You have literacy activities as part of HWB, RE and Social Studies too! 

Numeracy and Maths 

 Create a poster based on learning in class to help teach others about a concept. For example: angles – types of angles, 
how to measure them. 

 Practise your Basic Facts 
 Make up a game that will help you learn one of the times tables. It can be a matching game, a card game, a game with 

counters or any other type of game you can think of. Focus on multiplication. 
 

 
Health and Wellbeing 

 Take some time to relax, breath deep and listen to some calming music or a gentle story 
 Think about a healthy meal / snack. Prepare a healthy meal or snack for your family – think about using equipment 

correctly and safely, measuring ingredients i.e vegetable soup, carrot sticks and dip. Ask  for feedback on your dish and 
write a short paragraph to explain what worked well and how you would improve the dish next time. 

 Create a warm up for a PE lesson.  Note the purpose of the warm up and explain the exercises you wish to include.  Note 
how long you will spend on each exercise.  Research and note down the muscles that we will warm up for each exercise. 

RE 

 Research a Saint from the website below. You are going to present this Saint to your P1 Buddies. Consider an 
appropriate media to prepare and how your voice and vocabulary will support learning for these young school mates. 
You may use video, slide show, book, poster…….. but you do need to speak as they are not competent readers YET! 
http://www.wednesdayword.org/home/childrens.htm 
 

Expressive Arts 

 Use any art resources at home (crayons, paint, pencils or pens) to draw the view from your window. 

Science 

 Lots of interesting topics to explore at https://www.youtube.com/user/crashcoursekids Choose one to watch, attempt at 
home and write up a report on your learning. 

Social Studies  

 Identify one ‘natural’ area near your home, like a park, field or woodlands. Imagine you have become the manager of 
this area and want to improve facilities to increase public use. Write a persuasive letter to the council leaders on how 
you would improve. Remember to include addition/alteration, purpose, expected outcome and costs (these costs can be 
imaginary but try to be realistic e.g. not £10!)  

 

Don’t forget to post to Seesaw for teacher feedback and to Tweet 
your learning throughout the day!  @stdavidsPS_ELC 
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